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Lattice parameters of U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo alloy powders fabricated by a centrifugal atomization technique
were measured by neutron diffraction analyses. A micro-segregation of Mo at cell boundaries was
observed in the centrifugally atomized U–Mo alloy powders with varying Mo content. Lattice parameters
of gamma phases decrease linearly with the increasing Mo content. By separating the overlapped diffrac-
tion peaks from cell boundaries and cell interior, lattice parameters and Mo contents of each region were
calculated. The Mo content at cell boundaries is about 2–5 at.% lower than that in the cell interior and the
lattice parameters for the cell boundaries are higher than those for the cell interior of the atomized U–Mo
powder.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

U–Mo alloys are considered as the most promising candidate for
advanced research reactor fuel because U–Mo alloys exhibited
more stable irradiation performance when compared to other high
density uranium alloys and compounds, such as U3Si, U6Fe and
U6Mn [1]. The c-U phase of U–Mo alloy annealed below the eutec-
toid temperature(560 �C) has a tendency to be decomposed into
the lamellar structure consisting of a-U and c0-U2Mo phases [2].
However, atomized U–Mo alloy powder retains the meta-stable c
phase at room temperature. When the irradiation behaviors of
atomized U–Mo powder and comminuted U–Mo powder were
compared, the atomized U–Mo alloy showed the smaller size and
the lower number density of fission gas bubbles [3]. The stable
irradiation behavior of atomized U–Mo can be closely related to
a uniform c phase formed by rapid solidification. While neutron
diffraction studies on irradiated U–Mo/Al dispersion fuels are being
carried out [4–6], the effects of Mo content on the microstructure
of atomized U–Mo powder have not been investigated yet. U–Mo
dispersion fuels with Mo content ranging from 6 to 10 wt.% have
been irradiated in recent irradiation tests because the composition
range is appropriate considering both irradiation stability and ura-
nium density. Therefore, neutron diffraction analyses on powders
of U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo alloy prepared by a rotating disk centrifugal
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atomization process were carried out in order to characterize the
microstructural evolution of atomized U–Mo alloy systems with
varying Mo content. The objective of this study is to measure the
lattice parameters of c phases in atomized U–Mo alloys with vary-
ing Mo content more in detail.
2. Experimental procedures

U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo alloy powders were produced by a centrifugal
atomization technique [7]. Depleted uranium lump (99.9 wt.%) and
molybdenum lump (99.7 wt.%) were induction melted in a graphite
crucible coated with yttria stabilized zirconia and a total weight of
charges per each run was 4 kg. The molten metal is heated to a
temperature 200 �C higher than the melting point for each alloy
composition and fed onto a rotating graphite disk in an argon atmo-
sphere. The morphology and microstructure of U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo
alloy powders were characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). Neutron diffraction patterns of U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo alloy pow-
der samples were obtained at room temperature by a 32-detector
high resolution powder diffractometer (HRPD) at KAERI. The
monochromized neutrons with a wavelength 0.18339 nm were
obtained from a Ge(3 3 1) monochrometer. The sample was con-
tained in a cylindrical vanadium can, 8 mm in diameter and
40 mm in height. Neutron diffraction patterns of U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo
alloy powders were analyzed by the Rietveld structure refinement
using the FullProf program.
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of atomized U–10 wt.%Mo powder.

Table 1
Chemical compositions of an atomized U–7 wt.%Mo alloy.

Elements U–7 wt.%Mo

Mo (wt.%) 6.97 ± 0.07
Ti (lg/g) 6.0 ± 0.1
Zr (lg/g) 139 ± 3
Cu (lg/g) 25.1 ± 0.4
Ni (lg/g) 81.8 ± 1.2
Fe (lg/g) 177 ± 2
C (lg/g) 50
H (lg/g) 20
O (lg/g) 380
N (lg/g) 70

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of cross-section of atomized U–10wt.%Mo
powders (chemically etched).
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3. Results and discussion

A centrifugally atomized powder appears to be a spherical
particle with a smooth surface as represented in Fig. 1. When the
chemical composition of U–7 wt.%Mo was analyzed, the difference
between the nominal composition and the analyzed composition
was not large as shown in Table 1. A cross-sectional micrograph
of atomized U–Mo alloy particle after chemical etching was
illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. The thin layer at the periphery of a
particle is an oxide layer formed in the atomization chamber by
a passivation treatment for prevention from the self ignition of fine
uranium alloy powder.

It can be seen that the atomized U–Mo alloy particle has a cell
structure with many c-U cells below 5 lm in size. The cell size
becomes smaller as the particle size becomes finer, which indi-
cates that the higher cooling rate of the finer droplet decreases
the time available for solidification and thus enhances the finer
cell structure [8]. As the Mo concentration increases from 6 to
10 wt.%, the average cell size maintained similar and the cell
boundary thickness was about 0.3–0.6 lm. The micro-segregation
at cell boundaries of the atomized U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo alloys is due
to the solidification characteristics of an alloy with a substantial
liquidus–solidus gap. Although a thermodynamic equilibrium as-
sumed in the phase diagram cannot be satisfied in a atomization
process since it is a rapid solidification process, the shapes of
phase diagram for the solidification of U–Mo alloys (Fig. 4)
explain why the cell boundaries have slightly lower Mo concen-
tration when compared with cell interior region [9]. During the
solidification of the primary solid phase in the molten metal,
the rejection of uranium rich liquid occurs as shown in a U–Mo
binary phase diagram. As represented by a tie line at a tempera-
ture between the liquidus line and solidus line in Fig. 4, Mo
concentration in a solid becomes higher than that in a remaining
liquid.

In order to identify the as-quenched phase in atomized
U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo alloy powders, neutron diffraction patterns
of U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo alloy powders were analyzed. Fig. 5a
shows the typical neutron diffraction pattern for atomized
U–10 wt.%Mo powder. It appeared that two c-U phases (cinterior

and cboundary) existed in the atomized U–Mo powders as reported
in the previous results [10]. Seong et. al. reported that the atom-
ized U–10 wt.%Mo powder consists of two c-U solid solution
phases having an identical bcc structure, but with slightly
different lattice parameters, and accordingly different Mo
compositions. Since the two phases (cinterior and cboundary) with
both having Im3m bcc space groups were so similar in unit cell
sizes, the peaks of the two phases can be distinguished at higher
scattering angles as shown in Fig. 5b.
The lattice parameters of the atomized U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo alloys
measured by the neutron diffraction method are listed in Table 2.
In case of the U–10 wt.%Mo sample, the lattice constants were
a = 0.34112 nm for cinterior and a = 0.34261 nm for cboundary phase,
respectively. As the Mo concentration increases, the lattice
parameters of both the cinterior and cboundary phases decrease
linearly as shown in Fig. 6 by fitting the data in Table 2. The lattice
parameters of the two c-U phases can be related to the Mo concen-
tration (Mo = 6–10 wt.%) by the following equations obtained by
the linear fit;

aoðnmÞ ¼ 0:35270� 0:00119ðwt:%MoÞ for cinterior ð1Þ
aoðnmÞ ¼ 0:35299� 0:00109ðwt:%MoÞ for cboundary ð2Þ

The standard deviation of the differences of fitted value and
measured values was calculated and marked onto the data points
in Fig. 6.

The different lattice dimensions are caused by the different Mo
concentration. Using the information from an earlier study by
Dwight [11], the Mo content of each phase with varying lattice
parameters in the U–Mo system can be estimated by the equations
as follows:

aoðnmÞ ¼ 0:34808� 0:000314 ðat:%MoÞ ð3Þ

Hence the Mo content is,

ðat:%MoÞ ¼ ½0:34808� aoðnmÞ�=0:000314 ð4Þ

The Mo concentration in the U–10 wt.% Mo solid solutions was
calculated to be 22.2 at.% for cinterior phase and 17.4 at.% for cboundary

phase. The Mo concentrations calculated by Eq. (4) and the



Fig. 4. A partial U–Mo binary phase diagram [9].

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional SEM images of the atomized U–Mo powders; (a) U–6 wt.%Mo, (b) U–7 wt.%Mo, (c) U–8 wt.%Mo, (d) U–9 wt.%Mo, and (e) U–10 wt.%Mo.
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measured lattice parameters given in Table 2, were listed in Table 3.
The Mo contents at cell boundaries are about 2–5 at.% lower than
that in the cell interior, as shown in Table 3.

Solidification microstructures of atomized U–Mo powder affect
irradiation performance of U–Mo/Al dispersion fuel. It has been re-
ported that the microstructure of atomized U–Mo shows a cellular
appearance after irradiation [3]. Fission gas bubbles first nucleate
at cell boundaries, with the lower Mo content, of atomized U–Mo
powder. Mo-rich cell interior regions remain as bubble-free areas.
Since it has been observed that nano-bubbles are formed in U–Mo
during irradiation by transmission electron microscopy [12],
bubbles discussed in this study are limited to the bubbles resolv-
able by SEM.

After a burnup higher than 40 at.% U-235 depletion (based on
19.75% enrichment), irradiation-induced recrystallization occurs
primarily at the cell boundaries [13]. Kim et al. showed that the
low Mo content in the cell boundaries will stay throughout
irradiation [14]. Our measurement data confirmed that the earlier
bubble formation and recrystallization at the cell boundaries is
associated with the relatively lower Mo content at the cell
boundaries in atomized U–Mo powder, because U–Mo alloys with
the higher Mo content have more resistance to irradiation damage
[3].
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Fig. 5. A neutron diffraction pattern of an atomized U–10 wt.%Mo alloy powder. (a) A whole pattern for wide angles, and (b) overlapped (2 2 0) diffraction peaks for cinterior-U
and cboundary-U.

Table 2
Lattice parameters of cell interior (cinterior) and cell boundaries (cboundary) of atomized
U–Mo measure by neutron diffraction.

U–Mo Samples U–6Mo U–7Mo U–8Mo U–9Mo U–10Mo

Space group Im3 m Im3 m Im3 m Im3 m Im3 m
Phase c-U c-U c-U c-U c-U

ao (nm)
cinterior 0.34546 0.34499 0.34244 0.34164 0.34112
cboundary 0.34667 0.34554 0.34365 0.34272 0.34261
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Fig. 6. Lattice parameters of two c-U phases of atomized U–Mo alloy powders with
varying Mo content.

Table 3
Comparison of calculated Mo content by Eq. (4) for cell interior (cinterior) and cell
boundaries (cboundary) of atomized U–Mo.

U–Mo samples U–6Mo U–7Mo U–8Mo U–9Mo U–10Mo

Mo content calculated by Eq. (4) (at.%)
cinterior 8.3 9.8 18.0 20.5 22.2
cboundary 4.5 8.1 14.1 17.1 17.4
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4. Conclusion

Centrifugally atomized U–(6–10 wt.%)Mo alloy powder exhibits
a micro-segregation of Mo at cell boundaries. c-U phase at cell
interior and c-U phase at the cell boundaries both have a bcc struc-
ture, but the Mo content at cell boundaries is about 2–5 at.% lower
than that in the cell interior. Lattice parameters of both c phases at
cell interior regions and cell boundaries decrease linearly with the
increasing Mo content.
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